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12 Abstract. Can even a handful of newly learned words help to find further word candidates in a novel spoken language? This study shows that the
13 statistical segmentation of words from speech stream by adults is facilitated by the presence of known words in the stream. This facilitatory effect
14 is immediate as the known words were acquired only minutes before the onset of the speech stream. Our results demonstrate an interplay between
15 top-down lexical segmentation and bottom-up statistical learning, in line with infant research suggesting that integration of multiple cues
16 facilitates early language learning. The ability to simultaneously benefit from both types of word segmentation cues appears to be present through

17
adulthood and can thus contribute to second language learning.

18
19 To learn a new language, listeners must first attain a basic
20 vocabulary. This begins with identification of word candi-
21 dates in the new language through segmentation of the
22 speech stream. This is not a trivial task as speech represents
23 a continuous signal with no clear pauses indicating word
24 boundaries within a sentence. The difficulty of the segmen-
25 tation task can also be highlighted by the comparison of
26 spoken and written language: in the latter case, blank spaces
27 clearly mark word boundaries. The acoustic signal, however,
28 contains some reliable cues that can help to segment words
29 in spoken input (e.g., Jusczyk, 1999; Kuhl, 2004).
30 Among other cues, the distributional properties of speech
31 can be exploited for segmenting the speech stream into
32 words. For example, words can be detected by computing
33 the transitional probabilities of syllables, a process that is
34 part of a more general learning mechanism coined as statis-
35 tical learning (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran,
36 Newport, & Aslin, 1996). Statistical learning appears
37 to be a domain-general mechanism (but see Conway &
38 Christiansen, 2006) documented in different sensory modal-
39 ities such as audition, vision, and touch (Conway &
40 Christiansen, 2006; Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham,
41 Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002). It has been utilized in a diverse
42 set of learning paradigms in which statistical regularities can
43 be exploited, such as in learning an artificial syntax (Gomez
44 & Gerken, 1999) and segmenting out a tone or a speech
45 sequence (Abla, Katahira, & Okanoya, 2008; Saffran, Aslin,
46 et al., 1996; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999;
47 Saffran, Newport, et al., 1996). Concerning word segmenta-

48tion, the statistical learning view posits that words can be
49detected by computing the likelihood of appearance of
50syllables along the speech sequence (Saffran, Aslin, et al.,
511996; Saffran, Newport, et al., 1996). Here high transitional
52probabilities would indicate that the presence of the syllable
53X strongly predicts the occurrence of the syllable Y, and it is
54most likely to happen within a word than between words
55(i.e., XY could be a word or a part of it) because the pairs
56of contiguous syllables within a word are constrained by
57the lexicon and the phonotactics of the language. In contrast,
58low transitional probabilities (signaling a weak contingency
59between X and Y) are indicative of a word boundary.
60Intuitively, one could assume that an interaction between
61known words and words to be learned may facilitate speech
62segmentation through statistical learning. In other words,
63one would expect that when the very first words are learned,
64further word segmentation could be facilitated by these
65words. It is a common experience that when traveling
66abroad, people may know a few words of the language of
67the foreign country. One may recognize such words when
68listening to a conversation between native speakers,
69although most of the speech message may sound as an unin-
70terrupted stream of nonsense speech. But even in that situa-
71tion new words may be detected when being adjacent to a
72known word that provides a boundary for segmentation.
73Thus far, the statistical learning approach (Aslin, Saffran,
74& Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin, et al., 1996; Saffran,
75Newport, et al., 1996) has not considered as to how recently
76segmented words (based on the output of statistical learning)
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77 could aid to isolate the remaining words from the speech
78 stream.
79 The idea that isolated or familiar words can play a signif-
80 icant role in speech segmentation is not new (see, e.g.,
81 Peters, 1983; Pinker, 1994), although this hypothesis has
82 been evaluated only in infant language learning. For
83 example, Brent and Siskind (2001) explored the role of iso-
84 lated words in the formation of infants’ vocabulary. These
85 authors demonstrated that isolated words are abundant in
86 infant-directed speech. They found that about 30–50 words
87 used by infants in their study (� 44% of the production
88 from infants recorded at the age between 9 and 15 months)
89 were words spoken to the infants in isolation by their moth-
90 ers before infants used them. The authors suggested that ini-
91 tial words that compose the small vocabulary of infants may
92 provide reliable cues that help infants with their vocabulary
93 expansion observed during the second year of life (e.g.,
94 Bates, Bretherton, & Snyder, 1988; Fenson et al., 1994).
95 Thus, new words may be segmented from multiwords utter-
96 ances by recognizing adjacent known words. This strategy
97 may be adopted by children with the first words that they
98 master, and could happen early in development as Mandel,
99 Jusczyk, and Pisoni (1995) demonstrated that infants recog-
100 nize their own names already at the age of 4.5 months.
101 In another study, Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, and
102 Rathbun (2005) exposed 6-month-old infants to a series of
103 short utterances in which a familiar word (infant’s own name
104 or mother’s name) or an unfamiliar one was followed by a
105 new word (an object name unknown for the child). The
106 results of this experiment proved that infants segmented
107 new words from fluent speech only when new words were
108 followed by a familiar name. This study demonstrated that
109 the first words infants recognize become useful segmenta-
110 tion cues, probably acting as anchor points that indicate
111 which sound sequence next in the sentence is a wordlike
112 unit.
113 Segmenting fluent speech into words is a very different
114 task in an already mastered language and in a new language
115 to be learned. For a language already mastered a variety of
116 lexical cues can be used, whereas for a new language only
117 acoustical, perceptual, and distributional cues are available
118 in the speech signal. While empirical evidence for an inter-
119 play between statistical learning and lexical knowledge in
120 speech segmentation is lacking, there is at least one compu-
121 tational model directly relevant to this issue, namely the
122 INCDROP (incremental distributional regularity optimiza-
123 tion; Brent, 1997; Brent & Cartwright, 1996; Dahan &
124 Brent, 1999). Its main assumption is that speech segmenta-
125 tion might rely on the experience acquired with the words of
126 a language. Another important feature of the model is that it
127 brings together two properties of language at the earliest
128 stages of language acquisition and lexicon formation,
129 namely the distributional regularities and the knowledge of
130 familiar words. As posited by Brent (1997), it was proposed
131 as a top-down lexically driven segmentation model that is
132 able to discover new words. It is worth noting that the INC-
133 DROP model differs from other proposals in asserting that
134 experience with words of a language is the main determinant
135 of segmentation at the earliest stages of language acquisition
136 (e.g., Cole, Jakimik, & Cooper, 1980; Marslen-Wilson &

137Welsh, 1978; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994).
138Statistical learning (based on word frequency and distribu-
139tional regularities) is relegated to a secondary tier in the
140model. The model predicts that when known words are first
141recognized in an utterance, the subsequent contiguous string
142of syllables is immediately inferred as a new word. It seems,
143therefore, that the inference of a new word is most likely to
144occur when it appears between a familiar word and a phrasal
145pause (see Dahan & Brent, 1999). Hence, the model predicts
146less accurate segmenting in utterances where the familiar
147word is found in the middle of the utterance.
148Statistical learning (Saffran, Aslin, et al., 1996) predicts
149that word boundaries are expected when low transitional
150probabilities are detected in the speech sequence, irrespec-
151tive whether they appear in the middle or at the edge of a
152sentence. However, as we mentioned above, it does not take
153into account the role of recently isolated words during the
154online segmentation process (as the INCDROP model does)
155or the role of acoustical cues as word-stress or allophonic
156variations. This apparently relates to the scope of the origi-
157nal statistical learning studies (to test the role of a single spe-
158cific cue in segmentation) rather than to a theoretical stance.
159For example, it is interesting to note that Dahan and Brent
160(1999, p. 183) suggested that ‘‘transitional probabilities
161might work together with lexically driven segmentation’’.
162Although this hypothesis is plausible, no empirical evidence
163has been provided as to how these two processes, segmen-
164tation based on known words (anchors) and statistical learn-
165ing (transitional probabilities), might interact with each
166other.
167In this study, we examined whether familiar words can
168act as anchor words that aid adults to segment unknown
169words in a new language. In other words, we studied
170whether the presence of familiar words in a speech segmen-
171tation task facilitates statistical learning of novel words.
172Participants were exposed to a continuous speech stream
173of an artificial language that could be parsed into wordlike
174units only through statistical learning, that is, by computing
175transitional probabilities between syllables. Prior to the pre-
176sentation of the speech stream, participants learned two
177novel words (anchor words) which did or did not belong
178to the subsequent speech stream. We hypothesized that these
179recently acquired words, when recognized in the language
180stream, would improve speech segmentation.

181Experiment 1

182Method

183Participants

184Fifty-six (mean age 20.8 ± 2.23 SD) undergraduate
185psychology students at the University of Barcelona received
186extra course credits for their participation in the experiment.
187Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two
188experimental conditions (anchor word condition or nonan-
189chor word condition, see below)
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190 Stimuli

191 The Artificial Language Stream

192 Forty-eight different consonant-vowel syllables were com-
193 bined to create two language streams which followed the
194 same structure as those created by Saffran, Aslin, et al.
195 (1996); Saffran, Newport, et al. (1996). We decided to use
196 two different language streams to control for possible arbi-
197 trary listening preferences. For each stream, eight trisyllabic
198 nonsense words were concatenated to form a nonstop
199 speech stream by using the text-to-speech synthesizer
200 MBROLAwith a Spanish male diphone database at 16 kHz
201 (Dutoit, Pagel, Pierret, Bataille, & van der Vreken, 1996).
202 Importantly, words were combined in a way that each word
203 in the stream was followed by each of the other words the
204 same number of times.
205 The use of this artificial language learning methodology
206 enables us to rule out such potential segmentation cues as
207 word-stress or coarticulation. Thus, all phonemes had the
208 same duration (116 ms) and pitch (200 Hz; equal pitch rise
209 and fall, with pitch maximum at 50% of the phoneme) in the
210 language streams. The only reliable cue for word boundaries
211 was the statistical structure of the language. In all streams
212 the transitional probability of the syllables forming a word
213 was 1.0, while for syllables spanning word boundaries it
214 was 0.14. Each word was repeated 28 times along the stream
215 with the constraint that the same word never occurred twice
216 in a row. The duration of each word was 696 ms, yielding a
217 total stream duration of 2 min 35 s and 904 ms. A written
218 excerpt from the speech stream is as follows: ‘‘demuri/seni-
219 ge/somapo/kotusa/tokuda/piruta/furake/bagoli/senige/toku-
220 da/demuri. . .’’. Here the three-syllable wordlike units are
221 separated by slashes. In the anchor word condition, the
222 two words that were taught prior to stream exposure were
223 included in the speech stream.
224 In addition, eight nonwords were created for each
225 language by recombining the syllables of the eight words
226 composing the stream. Nonwords were sequences of three
227 syllables that never formed a string in the language stream
228 (transitional probability = 0). Finally, for the two languages
229 112 part-words were created by recombining the syllables of
230 the eight words from each language. Fifty-six part-words
231 were made by concatenating the last two syllables of a word
232 and the first one of another (part-words 2-3-1), and the other
233 56 were made by concatenating the last syllable of a word
234 and the first two syllables of another (part-words 3-1-2).

235 Word Learning Phase

236 The participants were taught two words of the new language
237 by showing pictures together with an auditorily presented
238 narration in Spanish. The presentation lasted for � 3 min.
239 The synopsis was as follows: ‘‘A space traveler stops by
240 an unknown planet looking for water and food. After he
241 lands he decides to move to a nearby city. There he meets

242a local inhabitant who speaks an unknown strange language.
243The alien provides the traveler with water and apples and at
244the same time teaches him the words in his language that
245refer to water and apple’’. Each time the two new ‘‘alien’’
246words were presented, the female narrator’s voice was
247replaced by the synthesized speech used in the subsequent
248artificial language stream.
249The two novel words were repeated three times during
250the presentation. Each word was associated either to water
251or apple. We decided to provide the novel word with an
252associated meaning to simulate a more natural learning
253process: the first words learned in a foreign language are
254usually concrete, familiar, and frequent objects.

255Procedure

256Twenty-eight participants were randomly assigned to the
257anchor word condition and the other 28 to the nonanchor
258word condition. In the word learning phase, the participants
259were instructed to pay attention to the slide show and to
260learn the new words that would be presented. Immediately
261after the slide show, they heard the new words separately
262and were asked to write down the corresponding meaning
263(Spanish translation equivalent, i.e., agua and manzana).
264Each participant saw the same slide show but with different
265words so that the word presentation became counterbal-
266anced across participants. The segmentation task began
267not until the participant had identified the meaning of the
268new words. They were allowed to write the response up
269to three times, and when the fourth erroneous response
270was recorded, the slide show was replayed1. In the anchor
271word condition, the participants learned two of the eight
272words composing the novel language. In contrast, in the
273nonanchor word condition the participants learned two tri-
274syllabic sequences that were not presented in the language
275stream.
276Immediately after successful completion of the word
277learning phase, the participants were requested to listen care-
278fully to the language stream and to discover the words of the
279novel language. They were informed that a final test would
280be presented at the end of the language stream. Importantly,
281they were not informed about the presence of the two
282recently learned words in the language stream. For each con-
283dition, the participants were randomly assigned to one of the
284two language streams (Language A or B). The two language
285streams were counterbalanced across participants in corre-
286spondence with the preceding slide show.
287Immediately after the language stream, a standard audi-
288tory two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) test was pre-
289sented. Test items comprised the eight words of each
290stream (for the anchor word condition, the two previously
291learned words were included in the set of eight words)
292and eight part-words randomly selected from the pool of
293112 part-words of the same stream (four part-words corre-
294sponding to the syllable structure 2-3-1 and four to the syl-
295lable structure 3-1-2; see the Stimuli section). Words and

1 We had to repeat the presentation of the slide show only in a very small number of cases.
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296 part-words were combined so that each word was paired
297 with four different part-words but each of the eight part-
298 words appeared equally often. This procedure rendered a to-
299 tal of 32 pairs that were presented in random order. After
300 hearing each pair of test items, the participants were asked
301 to decide by pressing a button whether the first or the second
302 item of the pair was a word of the new language. Presenta-
303 tion of the items of a pair was separated by a 400 ms pause.

304 Results and Discussion

305 We began comparing the segmentation rates between the
306 participants who listened to the different language streams
307 (Language A and B) for the two experimental conditions.
308 The results revealed no significant stream differences in
309 either the anchor word condition or the nonanchor word
310 condition (in both cases t(26) < 1). Consequently, in all sub-
311 sequent analyses the data were collapsed across the two
312 languages.
313 For the anchor word condition, the mean percentage of
314 correctly segmented six novel words (excluding the two
315 anchor words that were taught prior to the segmentation
316 task) was 71.4 ± 14.8% (percentage different from chance
317 level (50%), t(27) = 7.7, p < .001). For the nonanchor word
318 condition, the mean percentage of correctly segmented eight
319 novel words was 63.6 ± 9.8%. This percentage was also dif-
320 ferent from chance (50%), t(27) = 7.3, p < .001. The seg-
321 mentation performance was significantly better for the
322 anchor word condition than for the nonanchor word condi-
323 tion (t(54) = 2.33, p = .02, d = .63). When including the
324 anchor words in the analysis, the difference in segmentation
325 performance between the anchor word condition and the
326 nonanchor word conditions remained essentially the same
327 (t(54) = 2.49, p = .01, effect size: d = .66).
328 Even though the brief training phase ensured that all par-
329 ticipants in the anchor word condition had learned to asso-
330 ciate the isolated anchor words to their corresponding
331 meanings, it was of interest to explore as to what extent
332 the anchor words were explicitly segmented in the speech
333 stream. For each participant, the criterion of at least three
334 out of four correct responses in the test phase for each of
335 the two anchor words was employed. Almost half of the par-
336 ticipants (13/28) failed to reach this criterion. In order to
337 examine whether or not their lack of explicit segmentation
338 of the anchor words affected the overall segmentation per-
339 formance of the study group, data from these 13 participants
340 were substituted by data collected from new participants
341 who fulfilled this criterion. The pattern of results remained
342 very similar to the one reported above for the original
343 anchor condition group: the mean percentage of correctly
344 segmented words in the anchor condition was
345 71.5 ± 14.8%, a percentage that was significantly different
346 from chance (50%), p < .001. A comparison of the segmen-
347 tation results across conditions revealed significant differ-
348 ences (anchor words vs. nonanchor words: t(54) = 2.33,
349 p < .03, d = .62).
350 The present results corroborate the hypothesis that the
351 presence of anchor words facilitates the segmentation of
352 novel words in a language stream. They also indicate that

353an explicit segmentation of the anchor words themselves
354is not necessary for this facilitation to occur. However, there
355are two potential confounds that need to be ruled out. First,
356it might be that the difference in segmentation performance
357between the anchor versus the nonanchor condition is due to
358interference created by the nonanchor words rather than
359facilitation by the anchor words in their corresponding con-
360ditions. Second, the overall segmentation load may have
361favored the anchor word condition. The participants in the
362nonanchor word condition had to segment eight totally
363novel words, whereas in the anchor word condition, two
364of the eight novel words had been shown in the training
365phase. In order to clarify these issues, we conducted two
366new experiments.

367Experiment 2

368A possible explanation for the significantly lower segmenta-
369tion rate for the nonanchor word condition in Experiment 1
370would be that recently learned words caused participants to
371use a detrimental mis-segmentation strategy, as the syllables
372that composed of these words were also present in the sub-
373sequent language stream. In order to rule out this alternative,
374we ran an experiment where the learned words were com-
375posed of syllables that were not present in the subsequent
376speech segmentation task.

377Method

378Participants

379Twenty-eight (mean age 20.1 ± 1.42 SD) undergraduate
380psychology students at the University of Barcelona partici-
381pated for extra course credits. None of them took part in
382Experiment 1. Participants were randomly assigned to one
383of the two language streams (Language A or B).

384Stimuli and Procedure

385The language streams, words, part-words, the slide show,
386and the whole procedure were the same as in Experiment
3871, with the exception of different words being taught in
388the slide show. For the present experiment, words from Lan-
389guage Awere used in the slide show for the Language B and
390vice versa. Thus, in contrast with Experiment 1, the learned
391words consisted of syllables that were not present in the sub-
392sequent language stream.

393Results and Discussion

394No significant differences in segmentation performance
395were encountered between languages (t(26) < 1) and there-
396fore the data were collapsed across the two languages for all
397subsequent analyses. The mean percentage of correctly
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398 segmented words was 63.8 ± 13.9%, being significantly dif-
399 ferent from chance (50%), t(27) = 5.3, p < .001. A compar-
400 ison of the segmentation results of Experiment 2 and the
401 nonanchor word condition of Experiment 1 showed no dif-
402 ferences (t(54) = 0.7, p > .9, d = .02). This indicates that it
403 was irrelevant for the speech segmentation performance
404 whether or not ‘‘nonanchors’’ consisted of syllables that
405 were present in the language stream.
406 Moreover, when comparing the nonanchor word condi-
407 tion in this experiment with the anchor word condition in
408 Experiment 1, we observed better segmentation for the
409 anchor word condition (t(54) = 1.98, p = .05, d = .53).

410 Experiment 3

411 We ran another experiment in order to compare the segmen-
412 tation rate in the anchor word condition with a nonanchor
413 condition of a language composed of only six words. An
414 intrinsic property of the anchor word condition in Experi-
415 ment 1 was that although the streams consisted of eight
416 words, only six of them were totally novel for the partici-
417 pants. Consequently, it could be argued that the significantly
418 lower segmentation performances observed for the nonan-
419 chor word conditions in Experiments 1 and 2 were due to
420 participants facing a more demanding task (segmenting
421 eight words) in comparison with the anchor word condition
422 (segmenting six words and recognizing the other two words
423 either explicitly or implicitly).
424 In order to equate the number of words that needed to be
425 segmented, in the present experiment we reduced the words
426 composing the nonanchor word condition from eight to six.
427 If task difficulty was responsible for the differences reported
428 in the previous experiments, we should observe a better seg-
429 mentation rate in this new nonanchor word condition than in
430 the previous nonanchor word conditions.

431 Method

432 Participants

433 Another 28 (mean age 20.8 ± 2.29 SD) undergraduate psy-
434 chology students at the University of Barcelona who did not
435 take part in the previous experiments were recruited for the
436 present experiment and received extra course credits for
437 their participation. They were randomly assigned to one of
438 the two language streams (Language A or B).

439 Stimuli

440 Two new languages were created by recombining six of the
441 eight words from the previously used languages. Conse-
442 quently, the stream duration was reduced to 1 min 56 s
443 and 928 ms. The structure of the languages was the
444 same as in the previous experiments (see the Stimuli section
445 of Experiment 1). In the two streams the transitional

446probability of the syllables forming a word was 1.0, while
447for syllables spanning word boundaries it was 0.2. The num-
448ber of part-words was reduced to 64 in this experiment. In
449addition, six new nonwords for each language were created
450by recombining the syllables of the six words composing the
451language, yielding six syllable sequences with transitional
452probability equal to zero in the language stream. The two
453to-be-learned words used in the first phase of the experiment
454were taken from these nonwords. The slide show and the
455overall setup were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.

456Procedure

457The procedure was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. The
458same 2AFC speech segmentation test was administered to
459the participants as in Experiments 1 and 2 but the number
460of item pairs was 36 for the present experiment. The six
461words composing the stream were exhaustively combined
462with six part-words (three part-words corresponding to the
463syllable structure 2-3-1 and three to the syllable structure
4643-1-2) rendering 36 pair items.

465Results and Discussion

466No differences were observed between the two languages
467(t(26) < 1) and thus the data were collapsed. The mean per-
468centage of correctly segmented words was 63.1 ± 13.8%
469(see Figure 1), being different from chance level (50%),
470t(27) = 5.0, p < .001. When comparing the segmentation
471performance between Experiments 2 and 3, no difference
472was found (t(54) < .3). This indicates that anchor word
473facilitation effect observed in Experiment 1 was not due to
474a difference in segmentation load between the anchor versus
475nonanchor condition. When comparing the nonanchor word
476conditions between Experiments 1 and 3, no significant dif-
477ference was observed either (t(54) < .2).

Figure 1. Mean percentage (±SE) of correctly segmented
words in the auditory 2AFC test performed at the end of
Experiments 1–4.
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478 We then compared the present results with those of
479 Experiment 1 and again observed a larger rate of segmented
480 words for the anchor word condition (Exp. 3 vs. Exp. 1
481 anchor word condition: t(54) = 2.19, p < .04, d = .58).
482 In summary, the present findings help to rule out the pos-
483 sibility that the lower segmentation performance in the non-
484 anchor condition in Experiment 1 was due to a higher
485 overall segmentation load as compared to the anchor word
486 condition.

487 Experiment 4

488 Finally, we wanted to ensure that the facilitatory effect of
489 anchor words on speech segmentation observed in Experi-
490 ment 1 is reliable enough to be replicated. The present
491 experiment thus attempted to replicate the anchor word con-
492 dition in Experiment 1 with an identical setup except for
493 some more training for the anchor words in the learning
494 phase.

495 Method

496 Participants

497 An additional set of 28 (mean age 20.3 ± 2.48 SD) under-
498 graduate psychology students at the University of Barcelona
499 took part in the experiment and received extra course credits
500 for their participation. They were randomly assigned to one
501 of the two language streams (Language A or B).

502 Stimuli

503 All the stimuli (language streams, words, part-words, and
504 the slide show) were the same as in Experiment 1.

505 Procedure

506 The whole procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, with
507 the exception of a modified training setup used for the word
508 learning phase. For the present experiment, we doubled the
509 number of repetitions of the ‘‘to-be-learned words’’ in the
510 learning phase. Each anchor word appeared thus six times
511 in the slide show (the last three times simultaneously in spo-
512 ken and written form), as compared with the three auditory
513 exposures used in Experiment 1.

514 Results and Discussion

515 With this new training setup, the results were similar to
516 those reported in Experiment 1 (70.1 ± 12.6%, a percentage
517 significantly above chance levels (50%), p < .001). Impor-
518 tantly, when comparing the performance in this new exper-
519 iment with the nonanchor conditions in Experiments 1 and
520 3, we observed the same advantage for the anchor condition

521(Exp. 1 nonanchor condition vs. Exp. 4: t(54) = 2.14,
522p < .04, d = .57; Exp. 3 vs. Exp. 4: t(54) = 1.98, p =
523.053, d = .53).
524As in Experiment 1, we also explored how well the
525anchor words were explicitly segmented in the speech
526stream. Given the added anchor word training in the present
527experiment, the number of participants failing to explicitly
528segment the anchor words was expected to be lower. Indeed,
529only 5 of the 28 participants failed to fulfill the criterion of at
530least three out of four correct responses in the test phase for
531each of the two anchor words. When their results were
532replaced by data from five new participants who fulfilled
533this criterion, the results remained again essentially the
534same mean percentage of correctly segmented words:
53571.1 ± 12.1%, t tests against chance (50%) p < .001; Exp.
5361 (nonanchor condition) versus Exp. 4: t(54) = 2.55,
537p < .02, d = .68; Exp. 3 versus Exp. 4: t(54) = 2.32,
538p < .03, d = .62).
539In sum, the present results replicate those obtained for
540the anchor word condition in Experiment 1. This gives fur-
541ther support to the hypothesis that recently learned words
542can facilitate speech segmentation.

543General Discussion

544In this study we explored how recently learned words affect
545statistical learning in a speech segmentation task. The results
546from Experiments 1 and 4 demonstrated that speech seg-
547mentation performance was increased when recently learned
548words were embedded in the language stream. Experiments
5492 and 3 showed that the observed advantage was not due to
550interference caused by miscuing in the control condition or
551due to the different number of words to be segmented.
552The present findings suggest that the very first learned
553words help to isolate and discover novel words of a new lan-
554guage. Thus the first learned words appear to aid the under-
555lying statistical learning process when segmenting new
556words. Additional analyses performed in Experiment 1 indi-
557cated that this facilitatory effect is presented irrespective
558whether all subjects explicitly segmented the anchor words
559or not. In other words, even for subjects who did not any-
560more consciously recognize the anchor words, these words
561still appeared to boost segmentation performance.
562Our results indicate that lexically driven segmentation, as
563proposed by the INCDROP model (Dahan & Brent, 1999),
564can work in concert with computation of transitional proba-
565bilities between syllables. There is, however, an alternative
566explanation on how speech segmentation is achieved by dis-
567tributional cues in the speech input, and it has been success-
568fully implemented in a computer model called PARSER
569(Perruchet & Vinter, 1998). Rather than computing transi-
570tional probabilities, PARSER is based on the formation of
571chunks (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) positing it as the core
572principle for statistical learning in speech segmentation
573(see Perruchet & Pacton, 2006 for an interesting discussion
574of this controversy). The model makes the strong claim that
575for segmenting speech there is no need for computations. In-
576stead, chunks are formed and shaped over time following
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577 the laws governing associative memory and the attentional
578 capacity constraints that limit the processing of incoming
579 information. In the same vein, Pacton and Perruchet
580 (2008) have recently proposed a general associative learning
581 model that asserts attention as the necessary and sufficient
582 condition for associative learning and language chunking
583 to occur. However, the interplay of different segmentation
584 cues has not yet been implemented in the PARSER.
585 The present results thus reflect an interplay between a
586 top-down process (lexical segmentation) and a bottom-up
587 process (computation of transitional probabilities). Bortfeld
588 et al. (2005) suggested a similar process to explain how
589 6-month-old infants succeeded in segmenting out new
590 words from utterances after recognizing familiar words in
591 them. However, an important difference with our study is
592 that the familiar names used by Bortfeld et al. (‘‘mommy/
593 mama’’ or the infants’ name) were probably well consoli-
594 dated in their infants’ memory, as they heard these words
595 every day. Our participants were able to benefit from the
596 learned words although their experience with these words
597 was minimal and even when not all of them could explicitly
598 recognize the anchor words anymore at the final segmenta-
599 tion task. This demonstrates that lexical items can contribute
600 to speech segmentation immediately after they are learned.
601 The present results show that adult listeners can combine
602 statistical learning with other segmentation cues available in
603 speech. Infant research has suggested that integration of
604 multimodal cues facilitates language learning (Bahrick &
605 Lickliter, 2000; Hollich, Newman, & Jusczyk, 2005; Hollich
606 et al., 2000). A recent speech segmentation study also found
607 a positive effect of combining intrasensory statistical regu-
608 larities in speech and music (Schön et al., 2008). Therefore,
609 it is plausible that the coalition of multiple cues, as far as
610 they do not collide (see, e.g., Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001;
611 Thiessen & Saffran, 2003), can facilitate speech segmenta-
612 tion. The cue-specific weights in a multi-cue context during
613 second language acquisition are not yet clear (but see
614 Christiansen, Allen, & Seidenberg, 1998).
615 Another critical issue concerns the use of top-down lexical
616 segmentation and bottom-up computation of transitional
617 probabilities at different ages. Our data suggest that both of
618 these mechanisms remain active after childhood (see Braine
619 et al., 1990; Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer,
620 1999). In line with this, statistical learning has been demon-
621 strated in both infants and adults when learning an artificial
622 mini-language (Saffran, Aslin, et al., 1996; Saffran,
623 Newport, et al., 1996). Likewise, it appears that infants ben-
624 efit from isolated and familiar words at the initial stages of
625 language comprehension (Bortfeld et al., 2005; Mandel
626 et al., 1995) and at the beginning of their vocabulary expan-
627 sion (Brent & Siskind, 2001), and such an effect is present
628 also in adults with their initial contact with a new language
629 (Dahan & Brent, 1999).
630 Further evidence for similarities of adults’ and infants’
631 language learning systems comes from a word learning
632 experiment where adults were exposed to infant-directed
633 speech (Golinkoff & Alioto, 1995). English-speaking adults
634 were exposed to short sentences spoken in Chinese while
635 watching pictures corresponding to target object names
636 embedded in the sentences. One group heard sentences

637pronounced in infant-directed speech, whereas the other
638group heard sentences pronounced in adult-directed speech.
639Only those exposed to infant-directed speech could segment
640the target words. It is important to note that some of the
641properties of the infant-direct speech are found in a variety
642of languages like English, Italian, French, German,
643Japanese, and Chinese (Fernald et al., 1989). However, it
644is impossible to say as to which cue or cues contributed
645most to speech segmentation, as infant-directed speech has
646many characteristic features (slower speech rate, extended
647frequency range, higher fundamental frequency, repeated
648pitch contours, marked intensity shifts, longer pauses, sim-
649plified vocabulary, and vowel lengthening; Hoff-Ginsberg
650& Shatz, 1982). Interestingly, some properties of infant-di-
651rected speech are observable in ‘‘foreigner talk’’, that is, in
652native speakers interactingwith nonnatives (Snow,Vaneeden,
653& Muysken, 1981).
654It thus seems plausible that when infants and adults are
655exposed to a new language, they both rely on the same
656top-down and bottom-up strategies to isolate new words.
657In fact Bortfeld et al. (2005) argued that there is no reason
658to believe that infants cannot use top-down lexical strategies
659for segmenting speech. While both strategies appear to be in
660use throughout the life span, further studies are needed to
661clarify the relative weight of these strategies in children ver-
662sus adults.
663In summary, we show that very recently acquired words
664facilitate word segmentation in a new language when the
665learned words appear in the speech stream. This indicates
666a possible interplay between lexical top-down processing
667and bottom-up segmentation based on transitional probabil-
668ities of syllables. More generally, our results highlight the
669employment of multiple cues in vocabulary acquisition.
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